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Beta Beam



BB: The low gamma scenario
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Higher-gamma Beta Beam example
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Golden & Silver channels at NUFACT
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Solving degeneracies at NUFACT
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Sensitivity of NUFACT

Degeneracies can be

solved by using silver

channels + 2 distances +

energy resolution +

combination with SB



Conclusions

First generation Super-Beams (T2K-I) will hopefully

observe the subleading transition, measuring or
setting a lower bound to !13.

To measure CP violation very intense beams and

massive detectors are needed. A careful assessment

of the relative merits of a T2K-II super-beam, a Beta-

Beam and muon beams is necessary.



The Super Beam/Beta-Beam offers and

alternative/complement to the Neutrino Factory.

Different technology, different systematic errors and

different E/L. Combination of both facilities is ideal to

solve degeneracies.

T2K-II/beta-beam will need for ultimate sensitivity

1Mton class detector. Such a detector has a great

physics potential (proton decay, supernova

observatory) of their own, but it is extraordinarily

challenging to build (10-20 times the size of Super-

Kamiokande). However, the beat seems a necessary

one. Hyper-K will be our vehicle to explore the land of

Terra Incognita!
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